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Abstract
The 102,581 flat toric elliptic fibrations over P2 are identified among the
Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces that arise from the 473,800,776 reflexive 4-dimensional
polytopes. In order to analyze their elliptic fibration structure, we describe the
precise relation between the lattice polytope and the elliptic fibration. The
fiber-divisor-graph is introduced as a way to visualize the embedding of the
Kodaira fibers in the ambient toric fiber. In particular in the case of non-split
discriminant components, this description is far more accurate than previous
studies. The discriminant locus and Kodaira fibers of all 102,581 elliptic fibra-
tions are computed. The maximal gauge group is SU(27), which would naively
be in contradiction with 6-dimensional anomaly cancellation.
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1 Introduction
F-theory [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] is a type of string theory compactification, even though there
is no fundamental description available. However, there is a dictionary between the
low-energy gauge groups and the structure of elliptically-fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds.
For example, the ADE-classification of Kodaira fibers corresponds to the ADE-gauge
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groups in a beautiful correspondence. Further properties of the low-energy effective
action are encoded in higher-codimension degenerate fibers. Although known for
a long time, it has only recently been brought to the attention of physicists that
Kodaira’s classification does not extend beyond codimension-one degenerate fibers [8,
9]. In fact, degenerate fibers in higher codimension have only been classified under
certain technical restrictions that are most likely too restrictive for our purposes. One
goal of this work is to present a large number of examples of smooth elliptic fibrations
and their degeneration in various codimensions.
Likewise, our understanding of the consistent gauge theories is incomplete. It has
been suggested [10] that, in fact, most gauge theories cannot be coupled to gravity
in a consistent manner. However, lacking any decisive criterion for which ones are
and are not consistent, it is difficult to make any decisive statement. In order to say
something definitive, one needs to restrict oneself to a case where one has both strong
restrictions on gauge theories as well as reasonable control over the codimension-two
and higher degenerations of elliptic fibrations. In a beautiful work [11, 12, 13, 14],
it was pointed out that 6-dimensional N = 1 supergravities provide such a setting:
Three-dimensional elliptic fibrations are the first dimension where codimension-two
degenerations can occur, and simultaneously there are very strong anomaly cancella-
tion conditions in the gauge theory. In particular, the simplest case of theories without
tensor multiplets [12] is highly constrained. Geometrically, this corresponds to elliptic
fibrations over P2, which are likewise the most simple class of elliptic threefolds. In
this paper, we will try to address the geometric side of these theories by classifying
the hypersurfaces in toric varieties that are elliptic fibrations over P2.
2 Toric Elliptic Fibrations
2.1 Toric Morphisms
The defining feature of a d-dimensional irreducible toric variety XΣ is that it comes
with a faithful algebraic torus action
(C×)d ×XΣ → XΣ (1)
such that there is a single maximal torus orbit (C×)d ⊂ XΣ. The combinatorics of how
the finitely-many lower dimensional orbits are glued to the boundaries of the maximal
torus orbit equals the combinatorial data of cones in a fan, and I will frequently switch
between torus orbits in XΣ and cones in the fan Σ.
Having set the stage, let us now start by reviewing toric morphisms, that is, toric
maps between toric varieties. These are maps φ : XΣ1 → XΣ2 between two irreducible
toric varieties that are both equivariant with respect to the torus action and map the
maximal torus of XΣ1 to the maximal torus XΣ2 . One can show [15] that:
• Each fiber of a toric morphism is again a toric variety.
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• The fiber only depends on the torus orbit of the base point.
• The generic fiber, that is, every fiber over the big torus orbit in the base, is
irreducible and its embedding in the total space is again a toric morphism.
• The degenerate fibers, that is, the fibers fixed by least one (C×)-factor of the
maximal torus of the base, are often reducible toric varieties.1 Their embedding
in the total space is not a toric morphism.
The data defining a toric morphisms is really the combinatorial information of how
the finitely many torus orbits map to each other. This can be encoded in a morphism2
φ : Σ1 → Σ2 of fans, by which we mean a lattice map Σ1 ⊂ N1 → N2 ⊃ Σ2 that maps
cones into cones, that is,
φ(σ1) ⊂ σ2 ∀σ1 ∈ Σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ2. (2)
Toric geometry is a (covariant) functor from the category of fans and fan morphisms
to toric varieties and toric morphisms.
2.2 Homogeneous Coordinates
A very convenient way of working with toric varieties are homogeneous coordinates [16],
which are generalizations of the usual homogeneous coordinates on projective spaces
(which happen to be toric varieties). Roughly, for each ray spanning a one-dimensional
cone ρi ∈ Σ(1) there exists a homogeneous coordinate zi. Certain subsets of the ho-
mogeneous coordinates are not allowed to vanish simultaneously. Finally, we divide
out a subgroup of homogeneous rescalings to represent the toric variety as an algebraic
quotient
XΣ =
C|Σ(1)| − ZΣ
Hom
(
Ad−1(X), C×
) = C|Σ(1)| − ZΣ
(C×)rankAd−1(X) × Ad−1(X)tors . (3)
Toric morphisms between smooth toric varieties can be written as monomials in ho-
mogeneous coordinates. For example, take the Hirzebruch surface F3 fibered over P1,
see Figure 1. Note that there is a unique fan morphism. In terms of homogeneous
coordinates, the base P1 has the usual homogeneous coordinates [y0 : y1] ∈ P1. The
Hirzebruch surface is given by
F3 =
{
[x0 : x1 : x2 : x3]
∣∣ (x0, x1) 6= (0, 0), (x2, x3) 6= (0, 0)} (4)
1Note that only irreducible toric varieties correspond to fans. A reducible toric variety is the
result of gluing torus orbits of irreducible toric varieties by toric morphisms.
2By abuse of notation, we denote both maps by φ in the following.
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x0
x2
x1
x3
↓ ϕ
y0y1
Figure 1: Toric fibration of the Hirzebruch surface F3 over P1.
subject to the homogeneous rescalings corresponding to the linear relations between
the generators. Let ~xi be the primitive lattice vector generating the ray corresponding
to the homogeneous coordinate xi, then a basis for the linear relations is
~x0 + ~x1 + 3~x2 = 0, ~x2 + ~x3 = 0. (5)
The corresponding homogeneous rescalings are
[x0 : x1 : x2 : x3] = [µx0 : µx1 : µ
3x2 : x3] = [x0 : x1 : νx2 : νx3] ∀µ, ν ∈ C×. (6)
To express the toric morphism ϕ in terms of the homogeneous coordinates, one needs
to write the images of ray generators as non-negative linear combinations of the base
ray generators. In Figure 1, this is
ϕ(~xi) =
∑
j
ϕij~yj, (ϕij) =
(
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
)
a (7)
and the corresponding map of homogeneous coordinates is
ϕ : F3 → C2/Z2 : [x0 : x1 : x2 : x3] 7→
[∏
i
xϕi0i :
∏
i
xϕi1i
]
= [x0 : x1] (8)
A point of the maximal torus orbit is characterized by all homogeneous coordinates
being non-zero. Moving fibers around by the torus-action if necessary, we can the take
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all homogeneous coordinates to be unity. Hence, a generic toric fiber is
ϕ−1([1 : 1]) =
{
[1 : 1 : x2 : x3]
∣∣ x2, x3 ∈ C, (x2, x3) 6= (0, 0)} = P1 (9)
Combinatorially, the generic fiber is given by the kernel fan of the toric morphism
ϕ, that is, by the set of all cones that map to zero. In this example, the kernel fan
consists of the two one-cones corresponding to x2, x3, and the trivial cone. There are
two non-generic fiber, namely the fibers over [y0 : y1] = [1 : 0] and [0 : 1]. They are
ϕ−1([1 : 0]) =
{
[1 : 0 : x2 : x3]
∣∣ x2, x3 ∈ C, (x2, x3) 6= (0, 0)} = P1,
ϕ−1([0 : 1]) =
{
[0 : 1 : x2 : x3]
∣∣ x2, x3 ∈ C, (x2, x3) 6= (0, 0)} = P1. (10)
Their embedding in F3 is not a toric morphism, because the image is not contained
in the maximal torus of F3. Due to the simplicity of the example, the fibers over
lower-dimensional torus orbits happen to be again irreducible and, in fact, isomorphic
to the generic fiber. This means that the Hirzebruch surface is not only a P1-fibration
over P1, but, in fact, a P1-bundle.
Another well-known example of a toric morphism is the blow-up of Figure 2, which
is the surjection OP1(−2) → C2/Z2. The corresponding fan morphism is depicted in
Figure 2. Expressing the image ray generators by the ray generators of the image,
x
z
y
→
ϕ
u
v
Figure 2: Blowup of C2/Z2.
one finds
ϕ
~x~y
~z
 =
1 01
2
1
2
0 1
(~u
~v
)
. (11)
Hence, the map can be written in terms of homogeneous coordinates as
OP1(−2)→ C2/Z2 : [x : y : z] 7→
[
x
√
z : y
√
z
]
= [u : v]. (12)
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Note that the map apparently involves a choice of square root, however both signs
lead to the same map since [u : v] = [−u : −v] in C2/Z2.
There are 4 torus orbits in img(ϕ) = C2/Z2, corresponding to the 4 cones of the
fan. The generic fiber is
ϕ−1([1 : 1]) =
{
[1 : 1 : 1]
}
, (13)
the fibers over the two one-dimensional torus orbits v = 0 and u = 0 are
ϕ−1([1 : 0]) =
{
[1 : 1 : 0]
}
, ϕ−1([0 : 1]) =
{
[0 : 1 : 1]
}
, (14)
and the fiber over the torus fixed point u = v = 0 is
ϕ−1([0 : 0]) =
{
[x : 0 : y]
∣∣ x, y ∈ C, (x, y) 6= (0, 0)} = P1 (15)
2.3 Fibrations of Polytopes
A particularly useful class of toric varieties are the Gorenstein Fano toric varieties.
This means that they are both not too wildly singular and have enough sections of the
anticanonical bundle, such that a anticanonical hypersurface is smooth after resolving
the ambient space singularities. They are the face fans of reflexive lattice polytopes,
or subdivisions of the face fan such that all additional rays are generated by integral
points of the polytope. The duality of reflexive polytopes is mirror symmetry for the
Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces.
Because the embedding of the generic fiber in the total space of a toric fibration
is again a toric morphism, the fibration can already be seen on the level of the lattice
polytope. Namely, the preimage of the origin in the base fan is a lattice plane in the
total space polytope that intersects the reflexive polytope in a lattice sub-polytope
containing the origin as a relative interior point. Note that there are only finitely many
lattice sub-polytopes since each vertex must be one of the finitely many integral points
of the total space polytope. Hence, it is a finite combinatorial problem to enumerate
all lattice sub-polytopes in a lattice polytope. The embedding of the lattice sub-
polytope is the part of the toric data that is visible just on the level of polytopes,
without specifying the details of the triangulation. In the following, we refer to this as
a fibration of polytopes. However, note that there is no notion of a base of the fibration
when talking about polytopes alone. Indeed, as we saw in the toric morphism Figure 2,
the rays of the domain fan need to map to rays of the codomain fan. In particular, this
means that the integral points of the total space polytope need not map to integral
points of any base polytope.
Note that it is important to identify fibrations that only differ by a lattice au-
tomorphism in order to not overcount the number of fibrations. For example, take
the 24-cell, which is the reflexive 4-dimensional polytope with the largest symme-
try group [17, 18]. Naively, the 24-cell lattice polytope has 34 fibrations with two-
dimensional fibers. They divide into 18 fibrations whose fiber is a lattice square (the
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lattice polygon defining P1 × P1) and 16 fibrations whose fiber is a lattice hexagon
(defining dP6, the del Pezzo surface obtained by blowing up P2 at 3 points). However,
note the lattice symmetry group of the 24-cell is the Weyl group of F4, which has
order 1152. By definition, the automorphism group fixes the 24-cell, but generally
maps sub-polytopes to other sub-polytopes. Identifying the orbits of the fibrations,
one finds that there are indeed only two different fibrations: One whose fiber is a
square, and one whose fiber is a hexagon. In the following, we will always count the
number of fibrations modulo automorphisms.
The naive algorithm to enumerate all d-dimensional fibers is to iterate over all
linearly independent d-tuples of lattice points of the total space. They define a lattice
d-plane. Now compute the intersection of the d-plane with the ambient polytope; If
all vertices are integral then it defines a fibration. An important optimization over the
naive algorithm is to note that one can take the d vertices of the fiber to lie all on the
same facet of the fiber. Hence, it suffices to iterate over d-tuples that simultaneously
saturate one of the ambient inequalities.
It is computationally feasible to enumerate all fibrations of the 473,800,776 reflex-
ive 4-dimensional polytopes. There are approximately an order of magnitude more
fibrations than polytopes, though we cannot offer a precise number since we have not
modded out the automorphisms for all of them. PALP [19] has an option to enu-
merate fibrations, but since the author does not understand some of the output the
algorithm was implemented in Sage [20, 21]. See Section 3 for additional restrictions
that were placed on the fibrations for the purposes of this paper, and for the results
of the search.
2.4 Torus Fibrations
By a torus fibration we will always denote a fibration whose generic fiber is a real
torus T 2 = C/(Z+ τZ). Since T 2 is not a toric variety, this cannot be realized by the
fibers of a toric morphism. This is completely analogous to the fact that a toric variety
itself is never a Calabi-Yau manifold, which is why one has to study hypersurfaces or
complete intersections in toric varieties (which can be Calabi-Yau manifolds).
Therefore, in the following we will consider the situation where
• pi : XΣ → B is a toric morphism with, generically, complex 2-dimensional fibers
pi−1(b), b ∈ B.
• Y ⊂ XΣ is a Calabi-Yau fourfold hypersurface or, more generally, complete
intersection.3
• Y ∩ pi−1(b) ' T 2 is a real torus (with an induced complex structure, of course)
for a generic point b ∈ B.
3However, for the purposes of this paper we restrict ourselves to hypersurfaces.
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3 Flat Fibrations
3.1 Kodaira vs. Miranda
Kodaira [22, 23] determined the structure of elliptically fibered surfaces by classifying
the potential degenerate fibers in codimension one, which follow an ADE-pattern. If
one wants to investigate compactifications of F-theory to six dimensions, that is, on an
elliptically fibered threefold, then the degenerate fibers sit over the discriminant curve
in the base. At a generic point of the curve, one can simply pick a transverse direction
and reduce the local structure back to Kodaira’s case. But the curve is almost4 always
singular, so there are codimension-two loci in the base where Kodaira’s classification
is not applicable. In fact, there is no classification of codimension-two degenerate
fibers in general. However, under special circumstances there is. In particular, there
is a classification of codimension-two degenerate fibers [8] under the provision that
the elliptic fibration is flat, that the discriminant has only normal crossings, and that
the j-invariant of the elliptic fibration is well-defined. Even with all these restrictions,
there is an infinite family of non-Kodaira degenerate fibers.
So far, I only mentioned the local structure of elliptic fibrations. The Miranda
models of the degenerate fibers tell us, starting from the (singular) Weierstrass model,
how the degenerate fibers in the resolved manifold look like. We are, of course,
interested in compact threefolds. In order to classify the elliptically-fibered Calabi-Yau
threefolds, one would then first have to classify all Weierstrass models with allowable
singularities in the discriminant such that the Weierstrass model can be resolved into a
smooth elliptically-fibered Calabi-Yau threefold, similar to was done in [28] for SU(n)
gauge groups.
For the purposes of this paper, I will be going the opposite route and start with
smooth elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds. By far the largest class of such
manifolds are the toric hypersurfaces [17], and I will focus on them in the following.
3.2 Toric Fibrations and Polytopes
Restricting oneself to flat fibrations, that is, fibrations whose fiber dimension is con-
stant, is very natural if one wants to investigate fibrations over a particular base. Oth-
erwise, one could always compose the fibration X → B with a blow-down pi : B → Bˆ
to get a fibration X → Bˆ. So, in particular, any fibration over a blow-up of P2 gives
rise to a fibration over P2. However, if X → B was flat then the induced fibration
X → Bˆ is most certainly not: The dimension of the fiber over the blown-up point
bˆ ∈ Bˆ jumps from dim(X) − dim(B) to dim(X) − dim(B) + dim(pi−1(Bˆ)). In other
words, to study fibrations over a particular base (here: P2), one should divide up the
4Sometimes it is claimed that the discriminant curve is always singular, or that it always contains
an I1 component. The covering space of the Z3 × Z3 manifold [24, 25, 26, 27] is a counterexample
to both of those claims.
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fibrations into fibrations that are flat5 on P2, P2 blown up at one point, P2 blown
up at two points, . . . . For the purposes of this paper, I will restrict therefore to flat
fibrations over P2, and leave the more complicated cases for future work.
In terms of toric geometry, we have already encountered the blowup OP1(−2) →
C2/Z2 an example of a non-flat fibration, see Figure 2. The reason for why the fiber di-
mension is not constant in this example is that one of the rays of the domain fan maps
to a higher-dimensional cone (in this case, the 2-cone 〈u, v〉) of the codomain fan. This
means that there is a point in the base (the torus orbit corresponding to the 2-cone)
whose fiber is given by the vanishing of a single homogeneous coordinate, see eq. (15).
Clearly, this cannot be a flat fibration. A necessary criterion for a flat fibration is
that the rays of the domain fan map either to zero or the rays of the codomain fan,
but not into any higher-dimensional cone. A necessary and sufficient criterion [15] is
that every primitive cone of the domain fan (not just the one-dimensional ones) maps
bijectively to its image cone.
Therefore, for flat fibrations we can read of the base rays from the polytope alone,
without having to triangulate the total space polytope: The rays of the base fan must
be the images of the rays of the total space fan.
3.3 Classification of Fibered Polytopes
As we saw above, for a flat fibration the rays of the base fan are determined by the
rays of the total space fan. For the purposes of this paper, we will be interested in
the Gorenstein Fano 4-dimensional toric varieties fibered over P2. As with all toric
surfaces, the whole fan of P2 is determined by the rays. Furthermore, we want to have
a smooth Calabi-Yau hypersurface. For this, we need to subdivide the face fan of the
reflexive 4-dimensional polytope such that all integral points that are not interior to
facets6 span a ray.
To summarize, on the level of polytopes we can enumerate the flat fibrations over
P2 by the following steps. For all reflexive 4-dimensional polytopes P :
• Find all lattice sub-polytopes S ⊂ P
• Project all integral points not interior to a facet of P .
• Test whether the projected points span the rays of the fan of P2.
• Identify fibrations that map to each other by the action of AutZ(P ) = Aut(P )∩
GL(4,Z).
5Or, at least, cannot be flattened any further by blowing up the base.
6A one-dimensional cone generated by a point in the interior of a facet corresponds to a toric
divisor that does not intersect the Calabi-Yau hypersurface, so it can be blown-down without inducing
a singularity on the hypersurface.
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Searching this way through the list of 473,800,776 reflexive 4-dimensional polytopes,
we find 102,581 distinct fibered polytopes corresponding to flat fibrations over P2.
The largest number of distinct fibered polytopes (774) is found for the Hodge
numbers h11 = 14, h21 = 26. The distribution of Hodge numbers is shown in Figures 3
and 4.
3.4 Weierstrass Models
Before passing to explicit examples where the complete geometry will be specified,
there is one more piece of information that does not depend on the details of how
the fibration of polytopes is resolved into a fibration of toric varieties. This is the
Weierstrass model of the elliptic fibration, obtained by bringing the hypersurface
equation into Weierstrass form y2 = x3 + ax + b over the maximal torus of the base.
Obtaining the correct Weierstrass form depends on having enough rays in the fan of
the toric variety, but is otherwise independent of the details of the details of the fan.
In terms of homogeneous coordinates, it is convenient to use projective coordinates
[u : v : w] ∈ P2 for the base P2 and affine coordinates (x, y) on the fiber. Then pick a
parametrization of the maximal torus of the total space fan such that
• ~u, ~v, and ~w map to the three generators of the base P2-fan.
• If the fiber fan is the fan of P2, the 2-cone 〈x, y〉 can be any 2-cone.
• If the fiber fan is a blow-up of P2, pick 〈x〉 and 〈y〉 to be cones that survive after
blowing down to P2.
• Otherwise, for example if the fiber fan is P1 × P1, pick suitable coordinates to
bring the (not necessarily cubic) equation into Weierstrass form, see Appendix A
for how this can be done for any fiber reflexive polygon.
Having chosen 3 + 2 rays in this manner, we just need to set all other homogeneous
coordinates equal to one in the hypersurface equation. The result is a cubic in x, y
that can easily be brought into Weierstrass form. In the remainder of this paper, we
will now look at three increasingly more complicated examples of how toric elliptic
fibrations can be analyzed.
4 An Example of a Toric Elliptic Fibration
4.1 Fibration of the Polytope
As the first example, consider the reflexive polytope with vertices
P = conv
{( −3
0−1
−1
)
,
( −1
2−1
−1
)
,
(
0−1
0
0
)
,
(
0
0
0
1
)
,
(
0
0
1
0
)
,
(
0
1
0
0
)
,
(
0
2−1
−1
)
,
(
1
0
0
0
)
,
(
2
0−1
−1
)}
. (16)
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1
1
h
21
50
50
10
0
10
0
15
0
15
0
20
0
20
0
25
0
25
0
3
00
30
0
35
0
35
0
40
0
40
0
45
0
45
0
50
0
50
0
1
1
2
2
5
5
30
30
10
0
10
0
30
0
30
0
77
4
77
4
Figure 3: The distribution of flat toric elliptic fibrations with base P2.
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Figure 4: The region of heights h11 + h21 ≤ 150 in Figure 3.
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Figure 5: The fan of P2.
In addition to the vertices and the origin, the lattice polytope P has 9 further integral
points
P 3
( −2
0−1
−1
)
,
( −2
1−1
−1
)
,
( −1
0−1
−1
)
,
( −1
0
0
0
)
,
( −1
1−1
−1
)
,
(
0
0−1
−1
)
,
(
0
1−1
−1
)
,
(
1
0−1
−1
)
,
(
1
1−1
−1
)
, (17)
none of which are interior to a facet of P . Moreover, P is a lattice polytope fibration
with respect to the sub-polytope
P ∩ (Z⊕ Z⊕ {0} ⊕ {0}) = conv{( −100
0
)
,
(
0−1
0
0
)
,
(
0
1
0
0
)
,
(
1
0
0
0
)}
. (18)
which we recognize as the lattice polygon of P1 × P1. The lattice projection onto the
base is, clearly,
ϕ =
(
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
)
, (19)
and all integral points of P not interior to facets map to the standard rays of the
fan of P2, whose rays we label 〈u〉, 〈v〉, and 〈w〉 as in Figure 5. What makes P a
particularly simple example is that there is exactly one point over the two base rays
〈u〉 and 〈v〉. Hence, the fibers over the corresponding torus orbits {u = 0, wv 6= 0}
and {v = 0, uw 6= 0} in the base P2 are the same as the generic fiber. Only over the
toric divisor {w = 0} ⊂ P2 do we get a more interesting fiber. More specific, there
are 19 integral points in P :
• one point is over ~u and ~v each,
• the fiber polytope ϕ−1(0) consists of 5 points, the origin and the four vertices
of the P1 × P1 lattice square,
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−30−1
−1
  20−1
−1

 02−1
−1
−12−1
−1

Figure 6: The two-face F ⊂ P and its triangulation used in Subsection 4.4.
• the remaining 12 integral points are contained in the 2-face F = P ∩ ϕ−1(~w),
see Figure 6.
and much of the information about the triangulation of P , that is, the subdivision of
the face fan of P , is contained in the triangulation of this two-face F .
The simplest toric variety one can construct from P is its face fan (14 generating
cones), but this toric variety is not fibered. The problem is that ϕ projects some 2-
faces of P to conv{~u,~v, ~w}, so the corresponding cone of the face fan is not contained
in any single cone of the base. However, there is a well-defined procedure to subdivide
the face fan along the half-planes ϕ−1(〈u〉), ϕ−1(〈v〉), and ϕ−1(〈w〉) that will lead to
the minimal fibered toric variety, that is, the coarsest partial resolution of the face
fan such that the toric variety is fibered (18 generating cones in this example).
4.2 Weierstrass Model
The minimal fibered toric variety and any contained anticanonical hypersurface is
still very singular, but it is good enough to determine the Weierstrass model. Follow-
ing Appendix A, let us parametrize the maximal torus by picking five homogeneous
coordinates
~u =
(
0
0
0
1
)
, ~v =
(
0
0
1
0
)
, ~w =
( −1
2−1
−1
)
, ~x =
(
1
0
0
0
)
, ~y =
(
0
1
0
0
)
. (20)
The dual polytope P ∗ has 35 integral points, hence the equation of a Calabi-Yau
hypersurface has 35 distinct monomials in the homogeneous coordinates. Setting all
other homogeneous variables to unity, the
{uw5y2, vw5y2, w6y2, u3w2xy2, u2vw2xy2, uv2w2xy2, v3w2xy2, u2w3xy2,
uvw3xy2, v2w3xy2, uw4xy2, vw4xy2, w5xy2, w4x2y2, uw3y, vw3y,
w4y, u3xy, u2vxy, uv2xy, v3xy, u2wxy, uvwxy, v2wxy, uw2xy,
vw2xy, w3xy, w2x2y, uw, vw, w2, ux, vx, wx, x2}
(21)
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Fiber I0 In II III IV I
∗
0 I
∗
n IV
∗ III∗ II∗
ord(a) ≥ 0 0 ≥ 0 1 ≥ 2 ≥ 2 2 ≥ 3 3 ≥ 4
ord(b) ≥ 0 0 1 ≥ 2 2 ≥ 3 3 4 ≥ 5 5
ord(∆) 0 n 2 3 4 6 n+ 6 8 9 10
Table 1: Tate’s algorithm [1] for the Kodaira fiber of a Weierstrass equation.
A generic linear combination is not a cubic in the fiber coordinates x, y because of
the w4x2y2 term. This comes as no surprise, since an anticanonical hypersurface in
the P1 × P1 fiber is a biquadric in x and y. Of course a smooth7 biquadric in P1 × P1
is isomorphic to some cubic in P2, so there is a way to bring it into Weierstrass form.
This works as follows [29]. Given a biquadric
q(x, y) = α22x
2y2 +α21x
2y+α20x
2 +α12xy
2 +α11xy+xα10 +y
2α02 +yα01 +α00, (22)
first compute the usual quadratic discriminant with respect to y,
β4x
4 + β3x
3 + β2x
2 + β1x+ β0 =
(∑
αi1x
i
)2
− 4
(∑
αi2x
i
)(∑
αi0x
i
)
. (23)
The coefficients a, b of the Weierstrass form y2 = x3 + ax + b are then given by the
quadratic and cubic projective GL(2,C)-invariants of the resulting plane quartic,
a =− 1
4
(
β0β4 + 3β
2
2 − 4β1β3
)
b =− 1
4
(
β0β
2
3 + β
2
1β4 − β0β2β4 − 2β1β2β3 + β32
)
.
(24)
4.3 Gauge Group
It is now an easy exercise to bring any chosen Calabi-Yau hypersurface into Weierstrass
form with 35 free parameters. However, due to the number of coefficients the result
will be unwieldy. For illustration, we will therefore pick the following “random”
coefficients for the monomials in eq. (21)
(1, 2,−2, 1, 2, 2, 1,−2, 0, 0, 2, 1,−1, 2, 2, 2, 1,−1,
0, 0,−1, 1, 1, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2,−1,−2, 2, 2,−1,−1, 1) (25)
We have verified that these are sufficiently random in the sense that any other generic
choice will lead to the same orders of vanishing and factorizations in the following.
7This is not true for singular biquadrics in P1 × P1, for example the “large complex structure
limit” x0x1y0y1 has four irreducible components, whereas a cubic in P2 can have at most three.
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The coefficients and discriminant of the Weierstrass form are, then,
a = − 1
48
(
16u12 − 32u10v2 + 32u9v3 + · · · − 71w12)
b = 1
864
(
64u18 − 192u16v2 + 192u15v3 + · · ·+ 269w18)
∆ = − 1
16
w10
(
1024u26 + 2048u25v − 11008u24v2 + · · · − 249w26) (26)
where the factors containing the ellipses are irreducible (and contain a great number
of terms). Using Table 1, we can immediately read off that the discriminant divisor
splits into an I10 component along the toric divisor w = 0 ⊂ P2 and an I1 component
on a degree-26 curve.
The low-energy gauge group depends on the Kodaira type along each discriminant
component as well as the monodromy8 of the Kodaira fiber. Whether or not there is
a monodromy can also be read off from the Weierstrass model [1, 30, 7, 31]. For the
Im case, m ≥ 3, this depends on whether ba restricted to the discriminant is a square
or not. In the case at hand one obtains
b
a
∣∣∣∣
w=0
= − 1
18
(u+ v)2
(
2u2 − 2uv + v2)2. (27)
Hence we are in the “split” case, and the gauge group is SU(10). As we will see in
the next subsection, the fact that there is no monodromy can be nicely be seen from
the toric geometry of the resolved Calabi-Yau threefold.
4.4 Resolution of Singularities
So far, we only discussed the Weierstrass model without going into the details of
the resolution of singularities. Really, this is the essential novelty of the approach
taken in this paper: By starting from the maximal resolutions of Gorenstein Fano
toric varieties, we have complete control over the desingularization of the Weierstrass
model. In particular, the details of the resolution of singularities are visible and the
Hodge numbers can be readily computed.
To crepantly desingularize the toric variety, we need to subdivide the fan into
smooth (that is, simplicial and unimodular) cones using the rays through all of the
integral points of the polytope. In particular, one has to utilize the remaining 8
integral points in the triangulation of P . Any such smooth triangulation has 56
generating cones. To be completely explicit, we will be using a particular triangulation
that is uniquely determined by admitting a toric fibration together with the induced
triangulation of the two-face F ⊂ P shown in Figure 6. Using this fan, there are 12
primitive [15] preimage cones over 〈w〉, namely the 12 integral points of the two-face
8The discriminant component w = 0 = P1 ⊂ P2 is simply connected, pi1(P1) = 1. Nevertheless
there can (and generally will) be a monodromy, because one has to excise the points of intersection
with the I1 discriminant component.
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X0
P2 X1
dP7dP8 X2 P1 × P1 X2
dP8 P̂ 2112 P̂
2
112P
1 × P1
X0 X1
X2
Figure 7: The irreducible fiber components over w = 0. The top row shows the
different toric surfaces that form the irreducible components. The
bottom row consists of the fans defining the surfaces X0, X1, and
X2 that do not have standard names.
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Figure 8: The fiber-divisor-graph F (〈w〉,−K) for the fiber over the discrim-
inant component w = 0. It is the A˜9 extended Dynkin diagram
corresponding to an I10 Kodaira fiber.
F . Therefore, the toric fiber over w = 0 in the total space consists of 12 irreducible
components. Each irreducible component is a toric surface, and they are joined along
common P1 as the corresponding points of the induced triangulation of F . The details
of all toric fiber components are shown in Figure 7.
The Calabi-Yau hypersurface can, but does not have to, intersect the toric fiber
components. To determine the Kodaira type of the degenerate elliptic fiber, one
needs to restrict the anticanonical divisor on the ambient toric variety to each of the
irreducible components of the toric fiber. One finds that the restriction is trivial for
the two toric fiber components in the interior of the two-face F , and nontrivial for the
10 toric fiber components corresponding to the points on the boundary of F . This is
how the Kodaira fiber I10 arises over the w = 0 component of the discriminant in the
elliptic fibration:
• The Calabi-Yau hypersurface intersects each of the 10 two-dimensional toric
fibers on the boundary of F in a P1.
• There is a one-dimensional fiber component (where two 2-dimensional compo-
nents intersect) for each of the lines of the triangulation of F . The Calabi-Yau
hypersurface intersects each of the 10 blue lines in Figure 7 in a point, and does
not intersect any of the 13 red lines.
Hence, in this example the graph of the I10 Kodaira fiber (that is, the A˜9 extended
Dynkin diagram) is visible as the graph of integral points on ∂F and their connecting
edges [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. As we will see in the next section, this is not always
true. However, much of the information about the Kodaira fiber can be derived
from the pull-back of the anticanonical divisor to the toric fibers. A nice graphical
representation of this data is what we will call the fiber divisor graph in the following:
Definition 1 (Fiber-Divisor-Graph). Let pi : X → B be a toric fibration with 2-
dimensional fibers and dim(X) = 4. For a fixed toric fiber pi−1(p) = ∪Fi and nef
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divisor D ⊂ X, let F (p,D) be the graph with
• one node for each fiber irreducible component Fi such that [D|Fi ] 6= 0, and
• Z≥0 3 D ∩ Fi ∩ Fj edges joining Fi and Fj.
The fiber-divisor-graph only depends on the torus orbit of the base point p ∈ B (that
is, a cone of the fan of B) and the divisor class [D].
For example, the fiber-divisor-graph F (〈w〉,−K) for the example discussed in this
section is shown in Figure 8.
5 Non-Split Fibrations
5.1 Weierstrass Model
We now turn to a more complicated example that will explain how to deal with various
issues in classifying the gauge groups of toric elliptic fibrations. Apart from the origin,
the polytope contains the integral points in the following table:
s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16
−2 −2 0 0 1 0 0 0 −2 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 −1 0
−2 −2 1 1 0 0 0 0 −2 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 −1 0
−5 −5 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 −5 −3 −3 −2 0 0 0 −3 −1
−5 −3 0 4 0 0 −1 1 −4 −3 −1 −2 1 2 3 −2 0
vertices not interior to facets rest
(28)
The first 6 points are the vertices, the middle 9 points are integral points that are
not interior to facets, and the last 2 points are interior to facets. The eight si are the
homogeneous coordinates necessary to write the Weierstrass model; the seventeen tj
are the homogeneous coordinates necessary to completely desingularize the elliptically
fibered Calabi-Yau hypersurface and will only play a role in the next subsection.
The most coarse toric variety would use only the vertices as rays of the fan, but
this alone is not sufficient for a toric fibration. In particular, we will use the toric
morphism defined by the projection onto the first two coordinates, that is,
ϕ(~n) =
(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
)
~n (29)
A minimal subdivision of the face fan for which ϕ does define a toric fibration is
generated by the following 16 four-dimensional cones:{
〈s0, s1, s2, s3, s6, s7〉, 〈s0, s1, s4, s6, s7〉, 〈s0, s1, s2, s3, s5〉, 〈s0, s1, s4, s5〉,
〈s0, s2, s5, s6〉, 〈s0, s4, s5, s6〉, 〈s2, s3, s4, s6, s7〉, 〈s1, s3, s5, s7〉,
〈s1, s4, s5, s7〉, 〈s2, s4, s5, s6〉, 〈s2, s3, s4, s5〉, 〈s3, s4, s5, s7〉
} (30)
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In order to write the Weierstrass form on the maximal torus, we need to pick co-
ordinates. A slight complication is that there is no ray whose generator maps onto
the generator ~w of the base P2 fan, see Figure 5. We only have ~s0 and ~s1 at our
disposal, and both map to 2~w. Hence a choice of coordinates that map to the base
homogeneous coordinates necessarily involves square roots, for example
Equation 12[s0 : · · · : s7] = [
√
w : 1 : v : 1 : u : 1 : 1 : 1] (31)
Written in terms of u, v, w, the hypersurface equation will contain fractional powers
of w, but the Weierstrass form will be polynomial. The dual polytope contains 44
integral points, so there are 44 monomials in the Calabi-Yau hypersurface equation.
The generic fiber is the weighted projective space P2[1, 1, 2], for which we explain in
Appendix A how to compute the Weierstrass form. The result is that
a = P10(u, v, w), b = P15(u, v, w), ∆ = v
8w2P20(u, v, w), (32)
where Pd is an irreducible polynomial of degree d. Hence, the elliptic fiber over u = 0
is a smooth elliptic curve, the fiber over v = 0 is an I8 Kodaira fiber. Depending on
the monodromy of this I8 fiber, the gauge group can be SU(8) or Sp(4). In this case,
one finds that the monodromy cover b
a
∣∣
v=0
is not a square9, hence it is of non-split
type.
For the fiber over w = 0, one needs to be more careful. Clearly the discriminant
vanishes to second order in w, but the good local ambient space coordinate is ±√w.
Hence the corresponding Kodaira fiber is not I2 but I
∗
2 . This can also be derived by
direct computation if one resolves the fan further, for example the desingularization to
be discussed in the following subsection adds new rays such that some ray generator
(for example, ~t9) now maps onto ~w. So by using t9 instead of s0 as local coordinate on
the ambient toric variety, the toric morphism can be written in terms of polynomials
and one obtains the expected Weierstrass form
a = w2P10(u, v, w), b = w
3P15(u, v, w), ∆ = v
8w8P20(u, v, w). (33)
Finally, the monodromy cover ∆
w8
(
aw
b
)2|w=0 = ψ2 factors into the square of a polyno-
mial, so the I∗2 component is of split type.
To summarize, the three toric divisors on the base P3 support the following gauge
groups:
u = 0 : Elliptic fiber is smooth (Kodaira fiber I0), no gauge group.
v = 0 : Kodaira fiber of type I8, non-split, gauge group Sp(4).
w = 0 : Kodaira fiber of type I∗2 , split, gauge group SO(12).
9Note that one only needs to compute gcd
(
p, ∂p∂x1
)
= 1, this then guarantees that the multivariate
polynomial p(x1, x2, . . . ) is not a power. In particular, one does not have to find the splitting field.
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5.2 Resolution of Singularities
The Weierstrass model is just a singular model for the smooth elliptic fibration in
the sense of the minimal model program. We now desingularize the ambient toric
variety, which resolves the Calabi-Yau hypersurface into a smooth threefold with
Hodge numbers (h11, h21) = (19, 35). This amounts to subdividing the fan until all
cones of dimension ≤ 3 are smooth. In the following, we will be using the resolution
of the fan generated by the 56 cones
〈t0,t2,t5,t9〉,〈t0,t2,t5,t12〉,〈t0,t2,t9,t15〉,〈t0,t2,t12,t15〉,〈t0,t3,t5,t11〉,〈t0,t3,t5,t14〉,〈t0,t3,t8,t11〉,〈t0,t3,t8,t15〉,
〈t0,t3,t14,t15〉,〈t0,t4,t5,t9〉,〈t0,t4,t5,t11〉,〈t0,t4,t8,t11〉,〈t0,t4,t8,t15〉,〈t0,t4,t9,t15〉,〈t0,t5,t12,t13〉,〈t0,t5,t13,t14〉,
〈t0,t12,t13,t15〉,〈t0,t13,t14,t15〉,〈t1,t3,t5,t10〉,〈t1,t3,t5,t11〉,〈t1,t3,t8,t10〉,〈t1,t3,t8,t11〉,〈t1,t4,t5,t10〉,〈t1,t4,t5,t11〉,
〈t1,t4,t8,t10〉,〈t1,t4,t8,t11〉,〈t2,t4,t5,t6〉,〈t2,t4,t5,t12〉,〈t2,t4,t6,t16〉,〈t2,t4,t7,t12〉,〈t2,t4,t7,t16〉,〈t2,t5,t6,t9〉,
〈t2,t6,t9,t16〉,〈t2,t7,t9,t15〉,〈t2,t7,t9,t16〉,〈t2,t7,t12,t15〉,〈t3,t4,t5,t7〉,〈t3,t4,t5,t14〉,〈t3,t4,t7,t14〉,〈t3,t5,t7,t10〉,
〈t3,t7,t8,t10〉,〈t3,t7,t8,t15〉,〈t3,t7,t14,t15〉,〈t4,t5,t6,t9〉,〈t4,t5,t7,t10〉,〈t4,t5,t12,t13〉,〈t4,t5,t13,t14〉,〈t4,t6,t9,t16〉,
〈t4,t7,t8,t10〉,〈t4,t7,t8,t15〉,〈t4,t7,t9,t15〉,〈t4,t7,t9,t16〉,〈t4,t7,t12,t13〉,〈t4,t7,t13,t14〉,〈t7,t12,t13,t15〉,〈t7,t13,t14,t15〉.
(34)
The corresponding toric variety still has point-like orbifold singularities, but they will
be missed by a generic Calabi-Yau hypersurface.
It is a subtle point that we need to add the rays through the points ~t15 and ~t16
that are in the interior of a facet of the polytope to resolve the toric variety to be
smooth except for point singularities and, at the same time, be fibered over P2 by ϕ.
If we would not require the fibration structure, we could just merge the generating
cones containing ~t15, ~t16, that is, replace{ 〈t0,t3,t8,t15〉,〈t3,t7,t8,t15〉,〈t4,t7,t8,t15〉,〈t0,t4,t8,t15〉,
〈t4,t7,t9,t15〉,〈t0,t4,t9,t15〉,〈t2,t7,t9,t15〉,〈t0,t2,t9,t15〉,
〈t0,t2,t12,t15〉,〈t2,t7,t12,t15〉,〈t0,t12,t13,t15〉,〈t7,t12,t13,t15〉,
〈t0,t3,t14,t15〉,〈t3,t7,t14,t15〉,〈t0,t13,t14,t15〉,〈t7,t13,t14,t15〉
}
−→ 〈t0, t2, t3, t4, t7, t8, t9, t12, t13, t14〉,{
〈t2,t4,t6,t16〉,〈t2,t4,t7,t16〉,〈t4,t7,t9,t16〉,
〈t4,t6,t9,t16〉,〈t2,t7,t9,t16〉,〈t2,t6,t9,t16
}
−→ 〈t2, t4, t6, t7, t9〉.
(35)
The resulting toric variety would still only have point singularities, but would no
longer be torically fibered.
Using the resolved fan eq. (34), it is now a straightforward exercise to compute
the restriction of the anticanonical divisor to each toric fiber. The fiber-divisor-graph
introduced in Subsection 4.4 is a useful way of visualizing the result, and can be seen
in Figure 9. One immediately notices that the graphs of the fibers over v = 0 and
w = 0 do not look like the graphs of the expected I8 and I
∗
2 Kodaira fibers. In fact,
the fiber-divisor-graph over v = 0 cannot be the A˜7 extended Dynkin diagram. This
is because the irreducible components of the fibers of a toric morphism undergo no
monodromy. Hence, if the I8 Kodaira fiber were realized by eight P1s in eight different
irreducible components of the toric fiber, the P1 components would be locked in place
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uvw 0 u=0
vw 0
v=0
uw 0
w=0
uv 0
u=v=0
w=1
u=w=0
v=1
v=w=0
u=1
Figure 9: The fiber-divisor-graph F (O(σ),−K) of the I8I∗2 -fibration over the
7 torus-orbits O(σ), σ ∈ Σ, in the base P2 = PΣ.
and could not undergo any monodromy either. Hence, the discriminant component
would necessarily be of split type! In other words, a non-split discriminant component
requires that some irreducible component of the toric fiber contains multiple disjoint
P1s, which can then be exchanged by monodromies of the hypersurface equation. See
Figure 10 for a visualization of how the fiber geometry determines the fiber-divisor-
graph.
To summarize, we now see how the geometry of the degenerate fiber is encoded
in the fiber-divisor-graph. In the split case, the graph can be equal to the associated
extended Dynkin diagram, but in general (in particular, in the non-split case) it
arises from identifying nodes of the extended Dynkin diagram that correspond to
P1 embedded in the same irreducible toric fiber component. The example discussed
in this section is a Miranda fibration [8] where a I8 and an I
∗
2 component of the
discriminant intersect transversely. The degenerate fiber over the intersection point
[u : v : w] = [0 : 1 : 0] of the two discriminant components is an I∗6 Kodaira fiber, see
Figure 9, as expected from a Miranda fibration.
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Toric
P1
P1
fiber
(2-d)
Kodaira graph Actual geometry Fiber-divisor-graph
Figure 10: Relation between the different visualizations of the degenerate fiber
over the {v = 0} discriminant component. The actual geometry of
the I8 Kodaira fiber consists of 8 P1 intersecting in a ring. They are
contained in 5 different irreducible components of the 2-dimensional
toric fiber. The fiber-divisor-graph contracts each component of the
toric fiber to a node, joined by an edge for each intersection of the
contained P1. The Kodaira graph is the graph dual graph to the 8
P1, ignoring the embedding in the toric fiber.
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6 Non-Flat Fibrations
Finally, let quickly go through an example of a non-flat fibration. As we already
mentioned, these form the bulk of all fibrations over P2, though they should more
properly be studied as fibrations over a blown-up base. Apart from the origin, the
fibered reflexive polytope contains the 19 integral points
z0 z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8 z9 z10 z11 z12 z13 z14 z15 z16 z17 z18
−3 0 0 0 0 0 1 −2 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
−3 3 0 1 0 0 0 −1 −2 1 0 0 −1 −1 2 2 1 1 1
3 −6 −1 0 0 1 0 0 2 −3 −1 0 1 1 −4 −3 −2 −2 −1
1 −2 −1 0 1 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 −1 0 0
vertices remaining integral points
(36)
and is fibered by the sub-polytope conv{~z2, ~z4, ~z5}, or, equivalently, by the lattice
projection
ϕ(~n) =
(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
)
~n (37)
The naive geometric image of the rays through the 19 integral points contains the
rays generated by (−2,−1), (−1, 0), and (−1, 1) in addition to the rays of the fan of
P2, Figure 5, showing that this cannot be a flat fibration over P2.
Nevertheless, we can easily construct a (non-flat) fibration of a toric variety over
P2. We take the total space fan to be generated by the 66 cones
〈z0,z2,z6,z8〉,〈z0,z2,z6,z12〉,〈z0,z2,z7,z8〉,〈z0,z2,z7,z12〉,〈z0,z3,z5,z8〉,〈z0,z3,z5,z11〉,〈z0,z3,z8,z11〉,
〈z0,z5,z6,z8〉,〈z0,z5,z6,z12〉,〈z0,z5,z7,z11〉,〈z0,z5,z7,z12〉,〈z0,z7,z8,z11〉,〈z1,z2,z6,z14〉,〈z1,z2,z6,z16〉,
〈z1,z2,z9,z14〉,〈z1,z2,z9,z16〉,〈z1,z5,z6,z15〉,〈z1,z5,z6,z16〉,〈z1,z5,z9,z15〉,〈z1,z5,z9,z16〉,〈z1,z6,z14,z15〉,
〈z1,z9,z14,z15〉,〈z2,z4,z6,z13〉,〈z2,z4,z6,z17〉,〈z2,z4,z7,z10〉,〈z2,z4,z7,z13〉,〈z2,z4,z9,z10〉,〈z2,z4,z9,z17〉,
〈z2,z5,z6,z12〉,〈z2,z5,z6,z16〉,〈z2,z5,z7,z9〉,〈z2,z5,z7,z12〉,〈z2,z5,z9,z16〉,〈z2,z6,z8,z13〉,〈z2,z6,z14,z17〉,
〈z2,z7,z8,z13〉,〈z2,z7,z9,z10〉,〈z2,z9,z14,z17〉,〈z3,z4,z5,z6〉,〈z3,z4,z5,z13〉,〈z3,z4,z6,z18〉,〈z3,z4,z9,z10〉,
〈z3,z4,z9,z18〉,〈z3,z4,z10,z11〉,〈z3,z4,z11,z13〉,〈z3,z5,z6,z15〉,〈z3,z5,z8,z13〉,〈z3,z5,z9,z11〉,〈z3,z5,z9,z15〉,
〈z3,z6,z14,z15〉,〈z3,z6,z14,z18〉,〈z3,z8,z11,z13〉,〈z3,z9,z10,z11〉,〈z3,z9,z14,z15〉,〈z3,z9,z14,z18〉,
〈z4,z5,z6,z13〉,〈z4,z6,z17,z18〉,〈z4,z7,z10,z11〉,〈z4,z7,z11,z13〉,〈z4,z9,z17,z18〉,〈z5,z6,z8,z13〉,
〈z5,z7,z9,z11〉,〈z6,z14,z17,z18〉,〈z7,z8,z11,z13〉,〈z7,z9,z10,z11〉,〈z9,z14,z17,z18〉.
(38)
The 4-dimensional toric variety is smooth apart from isolated orbifold singularities,
so a generic Calabi-Yau hypersurface will be a smooth threefold with Hodge numbers
(h11, h21) = (19, 25). The fibration is not flat because some 1-cones (rays) of the
ambient toric variety map to the interior of 2-cones of the base fan. Note, however,
that one cannot simply blow up the base (that is, subdivide the P2 fan) and still retain
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a fibration: There are a number of 2-cones in the 4-d fan that map onto the three
2-cones of the base, for example
ϕ
(〈z3, z6〉) = 〈u, v〉, ϕ(〈z0, z3〉) = 〈u,w〉, ϕ(〈z0, z6〉) = 〈v, w〉. (39)
Hence, if one wanted to flatten the fibration by blowing up the base, one would first
have to perform flop transitions on the ambient toric variety corresponding to bistellar
flips that eliminate these offending cones. This can always be done, but will not be
the subject of this section.
We proceed to pick coordinates on the maximal torus
[z0 : · · · : z18] = [1 : 1 : z : v : y : x : u : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : w : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1]. (40)
In this patch the Calabi-Yau hypersurface equation reads
p(u, v, w, x, y, z) = a0v
4wx3 + a1v
3wx2y + a2uv
2wx2z + a3v
3wx2z + a4v
2w2x2z
+a5v
2wxy2 + a6uvwxyz + a7v
2wxyz + a8vw
2xyz + a9u
2wxz2 + a10uvwxz
2
+a11v
2wxz2 + a12uw
2xz2 + a13vw
2xz2 + a14w
3xz2 + a15u
2y3 + a16uvy
3
+a17v
2y3 + a18uwy
3 + a19vwy
3 + a20w
2y3 + a21uwy
2z + a22vwy
2z + a23w
2y2z
+a24uwyz
2 + a25vwyz
2 + a26w
2yz2 + a27uwz
3 + a28vwz
3 + a29w
2z3.
(41)
Since the fiber polytope was just the polytope of P2, the equation is a cubic in [x : y :
z]. Transforming it into Weierstrass form, one obtains
a = v3w3P6(u, v, w), b = v
4w4P10(u, v, w), ∆ = v
8w8P20(u, v, w), (42)
so the discriminant consists of two IV ∗ components over v = 0 and w = 0 as well as
an I1 over P20 = 0. The equations for the monodromy covers are
ψ2v =
b
v4
∣∣
v=0
=1
4
w4
(
a29u
2 + a24uw + a9w
2
)2(
a28u
2 + a22uw + a6w
2
)2(
a227u
2 − 4a18a29u2 − 4a18a24uw + 2a15a27uw + a215w2 − 4a9a18w2
)
,
ψ2w =
b
v4
∣∣
v=0
=1
4
v4
(
a15u
2 + a16uv + a17v
2
)2(
a22a
2
9u
6−4a0a39u6+2a2a3a29u5v+2a22a9a10u5v−12a0a29a10u5v+a23a29u4v2
+4a2a3a9a10u4v2+a22a
2
10u
4v2−12a0a9a210u4v2+2a22a9a11u4v2−12a0a29a11u4v2
−4a32a27u4v2+18a0a2a9a27u4v2+2a23a9a10u3v3+2a2a3a210u3v3−4a0a310u3v3
+4a2a3a9a11u3v3+2a22a10a11u
3v3−24a0a9a10a11u3v3−12a22a3a27u3v3
+18a0a3a9a27u3v3+18a0a2a10a27u3v3−4a32a28u3v3+18a0a2a9a28u3v3+a23a210u2v4
+2a23a9a11u
2v4+4a2a3a10a11u2v4−12a0a210a11u2v4+a22a211u2v4−12a0a9a211u2v4
−12a2a23a27u2v4+18a0a3a10a27u2v4+18a0a2a11a27u2v4−27a20a227u2v4
−12a22a3a28u2v4+18a0a3a9a28u2v4+18a0a2a10a28u2v4+2a23a10a11uv5
+2a2a3a211uv
5−12a0a10a211uv5−4a33a27uv5+18a0a3a11a27uv5−12a2a23a28uv5
+18a0a3a10a28uv5+18a0a2a11a28uv5−54a20a27a28uv5+a23a211v6−4a0a311v6
−4a33a28v6+18a0a3a11a28v6−27a20a228v6
)
,
(43)
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from which we note that both IV ∗ components are non-split, leading to a low-energy
F4 (instead of E6) gauge theory. Also, the monodromy cover breaks the exchange
symmetry between the two gauge groups that one might have naively expected.10
uvw 6= 0 u = 0
vw 6= 0
v = 0
uw 6= 0
w = 0
uv 6= 0
u= v= 0
w = 1
u= w= 0
v = 1
v= w= 0
u = 1
2-
di
m
.fi
be
r!
Figure 11: The fiber-divisor-graph F (O(σ),−K) of the 2IV ∗-fibration over the
7 torus-orbits O(σ), σ ∈ Σ, in the base P2 = PΣ.
This asymmetry between the two IV ∗ discriminant components is also visible from
the fiber-divisor-graph, see Figure 11. The Kodaira diagram for the IV ∗ degenerate
fiber is the extended E˜6 Dynkin diagram, which is folded in two different ways into the
fiber-divisor graph over the v = 0 and w = 0 component of the discriminant. Over the
intersection point v = w = 0 of the two IV ∗ components of the discriminant the elliptic
fiber becomes complex two-dimensional and consists of 4 irreducible components.
7 Classification of Gauge Groups
7.1 Kodaira Fibers
Having understood the structure of the elliptic fibration in terms of the defining
polytope, we can now compute the gauge groups arising from each of the 102,581 flat
toric elliptic fibrations.
Starting with a fibered reflexive lattice polytope F ⊂ P with dimF = 2, dimP =
4, that admits a flat fibration over P2 by a toric morphism ϕ, we
1. Construct the face fan of P ,
2. Subdivide the face fan to become a fibration over P2,
10This was to be expected as the defining polytope has no symmetries.
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Fiber #
I2 53272
I3 24303
I4 42210
I5 18981
I6 28782
I7 12884
I8 15883
I9 7424
I10 7551
I11 3325
I12 3629
I13 1288
Fiber #
I14 1364
I15 519
I16 537
I17 150
I18 207
I19 37
I20 71
I21 15
I22 17
I23 1
I24 11
I27 1
Fiber #
I∗0 3803
I∗1 2333
I∗2 1971
I∗3 1250
I∗4 1030
I∗5 596
I∗6 477
I∗7 249
I∗8 204
I∗9 92
I∗10 77
I∗11 31
Fiber #
I∗13 11
I∗14 13
I∗15 3
I∗16 6
I∗18 2
I∗20 1
Fiber #
II∗ 100
III∗ 429
IV ∗ 654
Table 2: Kodaira fibers in toric elliptic fibrations and their prevalence.
3. Pick all integral points of p ∈ P such that ϕ(p) is zero or contained in a one-
dimensional cone of the base P2. In other words, all points that do not map into
the interior of a two-cone of P2.
4. Refine the fan further, using these additional rays.
Proceeding this way, we can always resolve the ambient toric variety far enough such
that there are homogeneous coordinates that map to the homogeneous coordinates of
the base P2, unlike the issue we encountered in eq. (12). It is then straightforward to
compute the Weierstrass form of the hypersurface equation and apply Tate’s algorithm
Table 1.
7.2 Transitions Among Vacua
The Hodge numbers of the flat toric elliptic fibrations over P2 are shown in Figures 3
and 4. Let us quickly note some of the salient features. The largest height h11 +h21 =
2 + 272 is attained by a well-known elliptic fibration, the resolution of the weighted
projective space P4[1, 1, 1, 6, 9] [2, 32, 4, 3, 38]. The next largest Hodge numbers fall
into a sequence h11 = 2 + k, h21 = 272 − 29k [39]. The factor of 29 is of course the
same as in the 6-d anomaly cancellation condition
nH − nV = 273− 29nT . (44)
as any transition between vacua has to preserve the anomaly. However, increasing
nT means that the base is blown up, so these sequences are not visible when one
restricts to a fixed base. If there are any vacuum transition left after imposing the
base, it should hold h21−h11 constant. In Table 3, we list the Hodge numbers for the
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h21 − h11 (h11, h21)
270 (2, 272)
228 (3, 231)
204 (4, 208)
192 (3, 195)
190 (4, 194)
184 (5, 189)
174 (6, 180)
168 (5, 173)
165 (6, 171)
162 (3, 165)
160 (7, 167)
158 (4, 162)
156 (5, 161)
153 (8, 161)
150 (4, 154), (6, 156)
147 (6, 153), (7, 154)
144 (7, 151), (9, 153)
142 (2, 144), (8, 150)
140 (4, 144), (7, 147)
h21 − h11 (h11, h21)
138 (3, 141), (5, 143),
(8, 146), (10, 148)
136 (6, 142)
133 (7, 140)
132 (4, 136), (13, 145), (15, 147)
130 (2, 132), (7, 137), (8, 138)
128 (5, 133), (8, 136)
126 (2, 128), (6, 132), (18, 144)
124 (5, 129), (11, 135)
122 (4, 126), (6, 128)
120 (3, 123), (5, 125), (7, 127),
(9, 129), (10, 130), (14, 134),
(23, 143)
117 (4, 121), (7, 124), (8, 125)
116 (3, 119)
114 (5, 119), (6, 120), (8, 122),
(9, 123)
112 (4, 116), (5, 117), (7, 119),
(9, 121), (11, 123)
h21 − h11 (h11, h21)
-47 (62, 15)
-48 (54, 6), (55, 7), (56, 8),
(57, 9), (58, 10), (59, 11),
(60, 12), (61, 13), (62, 14),
(63, 15), (64, 16), (65, 17)
-50 (63, 13), (65, 15), (66, 16)
-51 (60, 9), (61, 10), (62, 11),
(63, 12), (64, 13), (66, 15)
-52 (64, 12), (67, 15)
-54 (60, 6), (61, 7), (62, 8),
(63, 9), (64, 10), (65, 11),
(66, 12), (67, 13), (68, 14)
-56 (67, 11), (68, 12), (69, 13),
(71, 15)
-57 (66, 9), (67, 10), (68, 11),
(70, 13)
-58 (68, 10), (70, 12)
h21 − h11 (h11, h21)
-60 (67, 7), (68, 8), (69, 9),
(70, 10), (71, 11), (72, 12),
(73, 13)
-63 (71, 8), (72, 9), (73, 10),
(74, 11)
-66 (72, 6), (73, 7), (74, 8),
(75, 9), (76, 10), (77, 11),
(78, 12)
-68 (78, 10)
-69 (78, 9), (79, 10)
-72 (79, 7), (80, 8)
-75 (84, 9)
-78 (85, 7), (86, 8), (88, 10)
-84 (90, 6), (91, 7)
-90 (97, 7)
-96 (101, 5)
-108 (112, 4)
Table 3: Hodge numbers (h11, h21) of flat toric elliptic fibrations over P2 for
h21 − h11 ≥ 112 and ≤ −47.
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left and right-most cases of the plot Figure 3. While there does not seem to be any
pattern to the Hodge numbers with large and positive differences, the Hodge pairs for
large negative difference seem to come in sequences (h11 + k, h21 − k) for consecutive
integers k. These are visible as vertical lines in Figure 4. Clearly, this is the usual
Higgs mechanism giving mass to both a vector and a hyper multiplet. Moreover, large
gauge groups are only on the side of large numbers of vector multiplets, h11  0. This
is nicely illustrated by the fact that the vertical lines in Figure 4 are only visible on
the right-hand side of the plot.
A mysterious pattern of the Hodge pairs with h11  h21 is that they fall into linear
sequences (h11 + k, h21 − 11k). For example, the sequence starting with the manifold
at the extreme right is(
(112, 4), (101, 5), (90, 6), (79, 7), (68, 8), (57, 9), (46, 10), (35, 11), (24, 12)
)
(45)
and all are realized as Hodge numbers of elliptic fibrations. This also holds true for
the next right-most manifolds, for example(
(97, 7), (86, 8), (75, 9), (64, 10), (53, 11), (42, 12), (31, 13), (20, 14)
)(
(91, 7), (80, 8), (69, 9), (58, 10), (47, 11), (36, 12), (25, 13)
)(
(85, 7), (74, 8), (63, 9), (52, 10), (41, 11), (30, 12), (19, 13)
) (46)
7.3 SU(27) and Anomaly Cancellation
The right-most Hodge pair (h11, h21) = (112, 4) is realized by a single fibered polytope
and is in many ways analogous to our simple-most example in Section 4. The lattice
polytope is spanned by the vertices
P = conv
{
(−7,−7,−6,−9), (0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 0), (2, 2, 3, 0), (2, 2, 3, 9)} (47)
and contains the fiber sub-lattice polytope
conv
{
(−2,−2,−2,−3), (1, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 3)} ⊂ P (48)
The polytope P contains 67 integral points:
• The origin,
• One point over the ~u and one over ~v in the base P2 fan,
• 55 points over ~w, all being contained in a single two-face F ,
• and 10 points in the fiber sub-polytope (one of which is the origin).
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Figure 12: The two-face F ⊂ P over ~w giving rise to the I27 discriminant
component.
So the fiber is a cubic in P2/(Z3×Z3), the mirror of a cubic in P2. There are no issues
with remaining singularities; One can completely resolve the fan into 243 smooth 4-
cones while preserving the fibration structure, and the subdivided fan is a flat toric
fibration over P2 with respect to the lattice map
ϕ =
(
0 1 −1 0
1 0 −1 0
)
. (49)
As always, we label the rays of the fan of P2 as in Figure 5. By the arguments above,
the toric divisors u = 0 and v = 0 do not support a component of the discriminant,
only w = 0 does. The fiber-divisor-graph over w = 0 is the Aˆ26 extended Dynkin
diagram, that is, 27 nodes in a circle. Just as in Section 4, the extended Dynkin
diagram can be seen as the boundary of the two-face of the polytope that sits over
~w in the base fan, see Figure 12. Hence the discriminant component is a split I27,
leading to a SU(27) gauge theory. Alternatively, one can compute the Weierstrass
form of the hypersurface equation and arrive at the same conclusion.
However, in a theory without tensor multiplets the SU(N) gauge group is restricted
to N ≤ 24 by anomaly cancellation [28, 12]. The resolution to this puzzle is that there
are extra tensor multiplets coming from a type of codimension-two degeneration that
is very generic in toric elliptic fibrations but we have not discussed so far in this
paper. In the example under consideration, the toric fiber over 〈w〉 consists of 55
irreducible components, corresponding to the 55 integral points in F . The restriction
of the anticanonical divisor class is trivial on the 28 internal points, and non-trivial
on the 27 points on the boundary of F . As we already mentioned before, this is why
the hypersurface equation will generically be 27 P1 in complex 2-dimensional toric
fiber. The anticanonical divisor class being trivial on a given irreducible toric fiber
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component means that the hypersurface equation is constant, because that is the only
section of a trivial line bundle. But the constant may vary as one moves the fiber
around. In particular, the discriminant locus w = 0 is a P1, so said constant varies
in a one-parameter family. Unless this constant along the fiber does not vary at all
as one moves in the base direction, there will be certain points of codimension two in
the base where the constant vanishes. This means that the fiber of the Calabi-Yau
threefold over this point includes a whole toric surface. So while the toric fibration
was flat, the elliptic fibration is not11 because the hypersurface equation identically
vanishes over some codimension-two point in the base.
Explicitly, let us divide the set of 66 homogeneous coordinates into
• u and v, the (unique) homogeneous coordinates whose rays map to the base ~v
and ~u.
• e0, . . . , e8 the homogeneous coordinates on the fiber P2/(Z3 × Z3),
• f0, . . . , f26 the homogeneous coordinates corresponding to the points on the
boundary of the two-face F ,
• and i0, . . . , i27 the homogeneous coordinates corresponding to the points in the
relative interior of the two-face F .
The hypersurface equation contains 13 coefficients a0, . . . , a12. To set notation and
for future reference, the hypersurface equation reads in the e• = f• = 1 patch:
p = a0i0i
2
1i2i
3
3i
2
4i5i
4
6i
3
7i
2
8i9i
5
10i
4
11i
3
12i
2
13i14i
6
15i
5
16i
4
17i
3
18i
2
19i20i
7
21i
6
22i
5
23i
4
24i
3
25i
2
26i27+
a1i
7
0i
6
1i
6
2i
5
3i
5
4i
5
5i
4
6i
4
7i
4
8i
4
9i
3
10i
3
11i
3
12i
3
13i
3
14i
2
15i
2
16i
2
17i
2
18i
2
19i
2
20i21i22i23i24i25i26i27+
a2i
3
0i
3
1i
3
2i
3
3i
3
4i
3
5i
3
6i
3
7i
3
8i
3
9i
3
10i
3
11i
3
12i
3
13i
3
14i
3
15i
3
16i
3
17i
3
18i
3
19i
3
20i
3
21i
3
22i
3
23i
3
24i
3
25i
3
26i
3
27+
a3vi
2
0i
2
1i
2
2i
2
3i
2
4i
2
5i
2
6i
2
7i
2
8i
2
9i
2
10i
2
11i
2
12i
2
13i
2
14i
2
15i
2
16i
2
17i
2
18i
2
19i
2
20i
2
21i
2
22i
2
23i
2
24i
2
25i
2
26i
2
27+
a4v
2i0i1i2i3i4i5i6i7i8i9i10i11i12i13i14i15i16i17i18i19i20i21i22i23i24i25i26i27+
a5v
3+
a6ui
2
0i
2
1i
2
2i
2
3i
2
4i
2
5i
2
6i
2
7i
2
8i
2
9i
2
10i
2
11i
2
12i
2
13i
2
14i
2
15i
2
16i
2
17i
2
18i
2
19i
2
20i
2
21i
2
22i
2
23i
2
24i
2
25i
2
26i
2
27+
a7uvi0i1i2i3i4i5i6i7i8i9i10i11i12i13i14i15i16i17i18i19i20i21i22i23i24i25i26i27+
a8uv
2+
a9u
2i0i1i2i3i4i5i6i7i8i9i10i11i12i13i14i15i16i17i18i19i20i21i22i23i24i25i26i27+
a10u
2v + a11u
3+
a12i0i1i
2
2i3i
2
4i
3
5i6i
2
7i
3
8i
4
9i10i
2
11i
3
12i
4
13i
5
14i15i
2
16i
3
17i
4
18i
5
19i
6
20i21i
2
22i
3
23i
4
24i
5
25i
6
26i
7
27
(50)
and the toric morphism is
ΣP → P2, [u : v : e• : f• : i•] 7→
[
u : v :
∏
e•
∏
f•
∏
i•
]
(51)
11In other words, we classified flat toric elliptic fibrations in this paper and not toric flat elliptic
fibrations.
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The complex 3-dimensional toric divisor ij = 0 maps onto the base toric divisor
w = 0, so its fibers are 2-dimensional. For a fixed base point [u : v : 0], these are
the 28 irreducible components of the toric fiber that correspond to the interior points
of the two-face F ⊂ P . The pull-back of the anticanonical class on these toric fiber
components is trivial, so the section is constant for fixed u, v. To determine the
constant, we evaluate12 the hypersurface equation at a generic point, that is, a point
in the maximal torus orbit of the toric fiber component. In other words, set
ij = 0, ik = 1 ∀k 6= j, e• = f• = 1. (52)
Independent of the which of the 28 ij we set to zero, the hypersurface equation becomes
p
(
ij = 0, ik = 1 ∀k 6= j, e• = f• = 1
)
= a5v
3 + a8uv
2 + a10u
2v + a11u
3. (53)
So the constant vanishes at the three solutions of the above cubic. To summarize,
there is an I27 Kodara fiber over {w = 0} ' P1. Over three points along this discrimi-
nant locus, the fiber jumps in dimension and becomes a reducible 2-dimensional toric
variety with 28 irreducible components.
A Weierstrass Forms
Consider a fibration of lattice polytopes F ↪→ P . If the lattice polytope P is re-
flexive, then the lattice sub-polytope F is reflexive, too. For the purposes of this
paper, the fiber polytope will always be 2-dimensional, that is, one of the 16 reflexive
polygons shown in Figure 13. Each lattice polygon defines a face fan and therefore
a 2-dimensional compact toric variety. In 2 dimensions, there is a unique maximal
cepant desingularization by subdividing the fan such that all lattice points on the
boundary of the polygon span a ray of the fan. A generic section of the anticanonical
divisor then defines a smooth Calabi-Yau one-fold (that is, a real 2-torus), irregardless
of whether or not one resolves the point-singularities in the ambient toric variety. A
smooth 2-torus can be written as a cubic in P2, where the cubic can be taken to be
in Weierstrass from y2 = x3 + ax+ b.
In order to identify the discriminant locus of the toric elliptic firations, we need
to be able to explictly write the Calabi-Yau hypersurface equation in Weierstrass
from. First, however, note that we do not need to give equations for the Weierstrass
from for all 16 reflexive lattice polygons. Since the monomials of the anticanonical
hypersurface are the integral points of the dual lattice polygon, we only need to
find the transformation to Weierstrass form for the minimal polygons with respect
to inclusion. Any strictly larger polygon has a strictly smaller dual polygon, so its
anticanonical hypersurface equation is just a specialization where some coefficients are
12Of course these are sections of bundles, so strictly speaking it does not make sense to “evaluate”
them. What is well-defined, however, is to test whether they are zero or not.
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Figure 13: The 16 reflexive lattice polygons. The 3 blue polygons at the bottom
row are the ones that do not contain a smaller reflexive polygon.
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set to zero. In fact, there are 3 minimal reflexive lattice polytopes, which are shown
in blue in Figure 13. The corresponding toric varieties are P2, the weighted projective
plane P2[1, 1, 2], and P1×P1. In the remainder of this appendix, we will discuss these
three cases:
• Transforming a cubic in P2 into Weierstrass is well-known, and many computer
algebra systems provide an implementation.
• An anticanonical hypersurface in P1 × P1 is a biquadric eq. (22). The Weier-
strass form of the elliptic curve embedded as a hypersurface in P2 is given in
eq. (24) [29].
• The remaining case of an anticanonical hypersurface in weighted projective space
P2[1, 1, 2] will be treated shortly.
Counting only the degrees of the homogeneous coordinates in the fiber fan, the Newton
polytope of the hypersurface equation of a toric elliptic fibered Calabi-Yau is always
a sub-polytope of the dual polytope of P2 (27 sub-polytopes), the dual polytope of
P1 × P1 (20 sub-polytopes), or of the dual polytope of P2[1, 1, 2] (28 sub-polytopes).
By embedding the Newton polytope of the hypersurface equation we can then easily
compute the Weierstrass form of the hypersurface using the same coordinate trans-
formations as the containing (maximal) reflexive lattice polytope.
It remains to find the Weierstrass cubic representation of an anticanonical hyper-
surface in P2[1, 1, 2]. Note that there is a single fibration of the resolved P2[1, 1, 2]
shown in Figure 14, which suggests to take first the discriminant along the fiber di-
rections as in the P1 × P1 case. The 9 sections of the anticanonical bundle are
H0
(
̂P2[1, 1, 2],−K
)
= span
{
y2, yz2t, xyzt, x2yt, z4t2, xz3t2, x2z2t2, x3zt2, x4t2
}
(54)
For convenience, let us switch to inhomogeneous coordinates where z = t = 1, then
the hypersurface equation for an elliptic curve reads
C(x, y) = α40x
4 + α30x
3 + α21x
2y + α20x
2 + α11xy + α02y
2 + α10x+ α01y + α00 (55)
It is quadratic in y with the ordinary quadratic discriminant
β4x
4 + β3x
3 + β2x
2 + β1x+ β0 =
(∑
αi1x
i
)2
− 4
(∑
αi2x
i
)(∑
αi0x
i
)
. (56)
Again, the quadratic discriminant is a plane quartic as in eq. (22). The coefficients a,
b of the Weierstrass form y2 = x3 + ax+ b are then again given by the quadratic and
cubic projective GL(2,C)-invariants,
a =− 1
4
(
β0β4 + 3β
2
2 − 4β1β3
)
b =− 1
4
(
β0β
2
3 + β
2
1β4 − β0β2β4 − 2β1β2β3 + β32
)
.
(57)
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xy
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uv
Figure 14: Toric fibration of the resolved weighted projective space ̂P2[1, 1, 2]
over P1.
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